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The Inner Sea: Encounter colourful and mysterious islands in The Inner Sea, an immersive and
sandbox game world, set in the XVII century in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. In your quest to hire
crew and build ships, you'll encounter legions of pirates, fierce storms and restlessness. Never before
has a game world offered such a variety of gameplay. Through exploration and discovery you'll hunt
for precious resources, fight pirates and also trade. The game world is fully randomized: Explore a
different archipelago, encounter a different group of islands, choose the path you want to take and
see how everything turns out for you. Different shores and islands: When you start your adventure in
The Inner Sea you'll find a variety of islands, from the rich lands of the mainland to smaller rocky
isles, where pirates can hide and exact their wrath. The Game World: The game world is an
archipelago, with no delimitation between different continents, located in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean. It is uncharted territory to all seafarers. Each play-through has a different group of islands,
and you'll discover new islands, groups of islands and settlements when you embark on your sailing
adventures in The Inner Sea. Trade and resource collecting: Each island and group of islands in the
game world has its own trade routes, resources that can be harvested, a tavern that can be
frequented and pirates that can be engaged. It's in your power to set sail in The Inner Sea to pirate
the trade routes and establish yourself as a fearsome sea-lord or to search for valuable resources
and build up your fortune. Choose your path: Choose your path. You can join a faction or be an
independent captain and raid the trade routes to create your own fortune. On uninhabited islands
you'll be able to build a home for your crew and develop them into your own personal servants. You
can also recruit and hire crew members to sail with you on your adventures in The Inner Sea. Pirates
and warfare: In The Inner Sea you'll fight for your life, as well as engage in fierce naval battles with
other vessels. The game is very challenging. Pirates can also embark on board and engage in
combat with you, which means that you always have to be on the lookout for surprises. Your ship:
Each ship in the game has a special ‘personal’ loot table, which contains many features and
unlockable parts, unique to that ship and its captain
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Races

Dwarves

Gray
Dark Gray

Drow

Dark Teal
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Aquatic Race

Golden Crab
Steel Crab

Human Race

Blue
Black
Red
White

Mountainous Race

Crimson
Red

Tribal Race

Shaded Gray

Watery Race

Golden
Shiny Golden

Sub-Race

Ashen Dwarf
Green Dwarf
Orangish Dwarf
Red Dwarf
Yellow Dwarf
Tritons Dwarf

Human Sub-Race

Freedom
Pasture
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Watery Sub-Race
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The Inner Sea is a sandbox like game with RPG elements set in the XVII century in a
mysterious archipelago. You’ll build up your fleet from a single ship, hire crew,
engage in naval battles, embark on missions and trade your heart's content
away!BackstoryAfter being sent on a mission your ship was suddenly caught in a
storm unlike any your crew had seen before. After days of facing violent winds,
incessant rains and monstrous waves, with your ship damaged, your crew wounded
and demoralized, you make it to the eye of the storm, where you make the startling
discovery that the storm surrounds a calm and navigable body of water.Sail The Inner
Sea, alliance yourself with its castaway and island born inhabitants or pillage and
raid throughout the archipelago, the choice is yours!Engage in tactical combat, set
your ship's route and pause the action whenever required.Perform lucrative trade
runs or hunt for those valuable resources.Customize your fleet, capture ships from
different cultures and add them to your fleet, upgrade your older ones, make them
stronger and more fearsome in order to face the dangers of The Inner Sea.Recruit &
develop your crew, your crew gains experience with every battle fought and every
mission accomplished, develop them into the most fearsome crew that has ever
braved The Inner Sea.Create your own faction, establish settlements on uninhabited
islands, move settlers in, build improvements and see your tiny hamlet establish
itself as one of the great cities of The Inner Sea.About The Game The Inner Sea is a
sandbox like game with RPG elements set in the XVII century in a mysterious
archipelago. You’ll build up your fleet from a single ship, hire crew, engage in naval
battles, embark on missions and trade your heart's content away!BackstoryAfter
being sent on a mission your ship was suddenly caught in a storm unlike any your
crew had seen before. After days of facing violent winds, incessant rains and
monstrous waves, with your ship damaged, your crew wounded and demoralized, you
make it to the eye of the storm, where you make the startling discovery that the
storm surrounds a calm and navigable body of water.Sail The Inner Sea, alliance
yourself with its castaway and island born inhabitants or pillage and raid throughout
the archipelago, the choice is yours!Engage in tactical combat, set your ship's route
and pause the action whenever required.Perform lucrative trade runs or hunt for
those valuable resources.Custom d41b202975
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The inner sea is a sandbox game with RPG elements and tactical game elements. The
settings of the game are a archipelago set in the XVII century in the Western Pacific.
The islands of the Inner Sea are a calm and sheltered body of water surrounded by
vicious tempests of wind and wave that can end your journey at any moment. Pirates
are my life.Although I didn't know what it meant to be a pirate, pirates made me want
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to be a pirate. I watched as they robbed on land and sea, and I couldn't resist the
urge to join them. Join me as I take to the high seas to become a legendary pirate and
enslave my own crew. From the Lone Sea to the wide open seas, everything is up for
grabs! From the ancient ruins of far away lands to the wealth hidden in the depths of
the ocean. Everything is at your finger tips and the possibilities are endless. The
Schar Lighthouse was founded in the late 1800s and was originally built to guide
ships into the local harbor to land when they were in need of assistance. The first
inhabitants were the original lighthouse keeper and his wife that lived in an old
house located next to the Schar Lighthouse. A few years later, the lighthouse was
rebuilt and a larger house that belonged to them was built. During the early 1900s
the lighthouse was refurbished and the center of the area was revitalized as a small
commercial fishing town called Central Schar. The lighthouse became obsolete and
was no longer used for navigation due to the Lighthouse Act in the 1980s. Eventually,
the lighthouse was locked up and the doors were boarded up to secure it for safety. It
is now in the care of the Schar Village and is a local landmark used for scuba diving
and fishing. The lighthouse continues to be a major attraction for the village of
Central Schar and is a major tourist attraction to the local residents. Now it's time for
you and your friends to become members of the Schar Lighthouse and defend it from
the people who want to take it for their own. At the beginning of the game, everyone
in your party will have their own ship. After becoming a member of the Schar
Lighthouse you will have the chance to upgrade your ship. Each ship has a different
crew, so make sure you choose the right crew for the job. The game world is divided
into three separate map areas. Each area has a unique population and a specific job
that you will find in

What's new:

might be, in overall strategic terms, one of the least important parts of
the Contest Zone. It's a nice place to be, for smitten pilgrims of Torga or
Imperial Virtue, and when the realm needs good laws, it's a nice thing to
find some good laws on the petty Istgalera but otherwise the zone has
had very little development. That could change however, with the
announcement of the Tsongel Khundor faction. The Tsongel Khundor, led
by an Imperial Agent and a cut-throat adventurer named Greg Chehalis,
are making a mess of the region with half-baked solutions to pressing
problems. They seem to have their sights set on the Miskash Bandit
Coast, but in the Inner Sea only ever have come up against the
mysterious rakshasa. Some of them have money and some are just
Raiders, but none are real content to stay safe in the Inner Sea. Their
current plans are to build a fort to blockade the waters, meaning they
control all their own trade routes. This could hold benefits for the
Southerners who are still caught in the grip of the Fuhren Varani Empire,
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making them one of the biggest winners of the Tsongel Khundor taking
charge of the Outer Seas. So, what should the Inner Sea look like under
the new set of rules? We'll use the Grand Campaign’s Inner Sea map for
this contest. The sea is made up of little bays, inlets, rivers, and a few
small lakes. This is where most major trade networks leave or land from,
and the coast is dotted with settlement. It’s the place where the
Southerners go to settle down and get to know their neighbours, and the
Guard and the Barony of Thurig do not get much respect but should still
be able to get on with their lives. Lastly, we have the lands. Here, the
land is technically mostly at the same level for most of the region. That
is, there's no large longhouses, or any other sort of manors like you get
on the mainland. There are also some dangerous forests and unfortunate
elves living in marshes, but mostly the territory here is likely to be fairly
open. Labels The Inner Sea may very well be the strangest, most wacky
part of the Contest Zone thanks to the Bureaucracy (which exists in the
Contest Zone, though in name only; the 
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System Requirements:

Game: Genesis Sound Team Pro Soccer Arcade (GSTS) BASIC CONTROLS •
Use the left analog stick to move your player and kick the ball. • Use the
right analog stick to control your players/ball height. • Use the buttons to
change formation. • Use the buttons to call passes, free kicks and
crosses. • To control substitutions, enter the formation through the
formation screen. • To play in the American mode, select the United
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States flag to enter the mode.
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